
 

  

Zaiper, basic guide 
Part Zero 

A brief and basic guide to what on earth Zaiper software actually does.  
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Zaiper Guide Zero to Hero 
 

What is it? 
 

Zaiper is a website that saves you time (Up to 40 hrs a month for most people) by allowing you to 

teach your computer how to connect various “apps“E.g. Excel and Outlook or word and facebook 

lead ads.  

 

 

 

There is absolutely no need to know any programming languages or rely on developers, as it a 

simple drag and drop interface (like MS Paint), if you can use an email autoresponder you have got 

this! 
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Glossary 

Zap! Zap!      

 

 

Despite the sound this is not a ray gun. In fact a zap is simply the name for an action you have told 

zapper to make on your behalf.  There are lots of different zaps you can create to make your life 

easier and look more productive to your boss/clients. You might use a Zap to save your customer 

support emails in to a spreadsheet. 

 

Triggers! 

 

Not a trigger to work a ray gun, but just like the gun trigger this is what causes the zap to fire. Zaiper 

will notice the incoming emails and the zap trigger will begin. These triggers can be quite specific, 

only emails form a certain person containing an attachment or be generic (any email) 

 

Action, Stations! 

 

An action is the event the Zap actually does, for example inputting the email into the spreadsheet. 
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Create a Zaiper account 

 

Don’t worry. No overdraft fees and the basic accounts are as free as air. Just sign up with your work 

email or use google/facebook to sign-in simply and easy.  
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Getting a-round-round  

Here are the integrations page which is Zaiper default view, until you have specified what and where 

you want to create a zap. 
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